
Coordinate Algebra
MILESTONE REVIEW-Coach Book

1) Determine the exact median.
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2) Find the mean absolute deviation of
the data'set 39, 42, 45, 47 , 52
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To compare two shipments, five packages
from each shipment were chosen at
random and weighed. Which measure or
measures of center would be best to use if
you wanted to compare the weight of a
typical package from each shipment?
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2nd Shipment 3, 3, 5, B ,i0 t4rEruir = 1r+. t
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b) Mean would be the best measure of
center.

. c) Median and mean would both be
equally good measures of center.

d) Neither the mean nor the median would
be a good measure of center.
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Choose the best angwer.
3) wnicn statement accurately compares the 4)

average weight of a puppy from the 2nd litter
to the average weight of a puppy from the 1st
litter.

Weights of Pupp-ies (in ounces)
1st Liller * 3.5, 4, 4, 4.5
2nd Litter 4.5, 5,7,7.5
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The average weight is about the same for
both litters.
The average weight of a puppy from the
2nd litter is about one-half as great.
The average weight of a puppy from the
2nd litter is about 1.5 times as great.
The average weight of a puppy from the
2nd litter is about 2.5 times as great.
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Median = #,5 Lower Quartile = Ll C
Mode = +5 r+6 Upper Quartile =

Then make a box and whisker plot for the data above.
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6) Wentifuthe median oni.* of a sandir,rich at 7) Calculate the. t0& *f sandwich prlces at
each shop" each shop.
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The bcrx,plot shows the prices of ?0 skirts
for sale at a boutique. Which statement

Skirt Friees {in dallars} :

.{ The highest-priced skirt costs $too.=flqo
Thesedian,prrice,ofa skirl is $70. {' 30
Half the skirts have prices that range
from $2O to $70.

The pr:ices of the skirts are close to
the median and not very variable.
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Ityou wanted to buy a sandwich Lrut not
spend much money, whlch shcp would
yau try first? Why?
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10) ff,e box plot shows the test scores earned
by students in a biology class. Which

60 65 7A 75 80 85 90 95 100

.X The scores ranged from 65 to I00.

.Y The median score earned was an 85.

-d 25% of students scored less'than
75 points on the test.

,Z\,,G( p. lEAyJof students had scores that\-/ffied from 75 to 85 points.*a,ul

Sh*p #: I*R

$h*p C: l*R

* 1.5-+' = 3,5
:(i.g):g.$= I

9) e*n'rp*r* th*,variabllity cf the s*ndwich
priees at the three shops.

11)

'10 ,20 30:'40 50 60 .70 80,S0 100

statemerrt about the test scores is m*rt true?
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1. A group of U.S. history teachers asked
field trip. The two-way frequency table at

Results:

students where they would most like to go for an overnight
left below shows the results.
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n, 5 \ 5 =bl jii.rb'i6'probability that a student wants to visit Williamsburg, VA. 
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OEd6 ="llfi-il01'.r"probabitity that student potted is a boy. #
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.he. is-q boy. "{ff1t 
to visit \ {iljjgrngDLrE-V\' find the probabilitv that'

nl,l Z. to"O'atbg = ff,t ro, know that the studg,plis a girl, what is the probability the probability she wants to
viiit Washington, DC aqaq

2. Thetwo-way frequency table shows thJ [su[s of a survey in which ninth-grade students were
asked which foreign language they most wanted to take next semester.
Results:
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30 20 30 80

110 50 40 200

9oryplgt" teWp{r*joint.relative frequency table above to answer each of the following questions.

U€X2]afPindtfrd probability that a student is a boy who wants to visit Washington, DC.

Marginal & Joint Frequencies:
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Find each of the following probabilities by using the marginal & joint frequency table.
OC 9= 6/--a) Find the probability that a student is a boy who wants to takeGerman.

0 '\o = \oz- b) Find the probability that a student is a girl who wants to take French.

O .aO =aO / b) Find the probability that a student wants to take German.

C,Lb -NLc) lf you know the student is a boy, what is the probabilitv thg$e wants to take French.

O k9--T-,/1 cir"n that a student wants to take German, find the pronlffi that she
is a girl. 
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correlation.

6. r =0.1

Use strong, weak, positive, negative, or no linear correlation to describe what each correlation \-/
coefficient, r, tells you about a bivariate data set. Remember, the closer r is to 1 or -1, the stronger the

- 8. i=-0.8
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7. r =0.5

10.9. Which equation is the best model for the
table of values shown below?

Which equation is the best model for the
table of values shown below?

i$:'.ili.r(:ri$ ii:il'."ii+;rV,i$tr+,

1 12
2 48
3 190
4 770
5 3,070

A. v: +Q.oo-')
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c. y =z.ss(a--)

@, =2.ss(4.)

a) ls there a correlation between the number of cones
sold and the number'of bee stinqs? Explain.
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and the number of bee stings? Explain. (Do the cones
sold cause the bee stinqs?)
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c) Which of the following best represents the scatter plot?
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/ y -- -0.55x + 3.55

y=0.55x+3.55

!=3.55x-0.5f
!=-3.55x-0.55

11. The scatter plot below shows data for the number of ice cream cones sold and the number of bee

stings treated at a lake resort. Based on this data, answer the following questions:


